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iioote launches StartIoT an IoT Starter Kit that enables users to quickly get started
with LPWAN
Gothenburg 2018-05-21

iioote has put together a starter kit that enables testing of IoT sensors in a very
simple way using the market-leading LPWAN standard LoRaWANTM
iioote helps companies, municipalities and organizations choose the right IoT technology
and now further simplify things with a starter kit that includes sensors, access to IoT
network (Gateway) and an application for data presentation. The starter kit comes
preconfigured and will work out-of-the-box with all measurement data sent through the
cloud to your computer and mobile.
- We have put together the starter kit based on solid knowledge after many years’
experience of testing sensors and enabling multiple Proof-of-Concepts (PoC) around the
world in several different areas. The purpose of StartIoT is to enable more companies
and organizations to start testing IoT in an easy and cost-effective way. No deep level
expert knowledge is required to get started. The starter kit works immediately after the
gateway power cord is plugged in and when required iioote can assist customers with
customizations. We will continue to develop this starter kit to suit even more customer
groups, says Bertil Moberg, Head of IoT Solutions at iioote AB.
For more information go to our website at http://www.iioote.com/en/startiot/
iioote contributes to Sweden's goal to be the best in the world to use the potential of
digitalization.
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About iioote AB
iioote work with companies, organizations and municipalities in implementing IoT in their
business, from analysis need and strategy to planning, implementation and system
integration. iioote has expertise in IoT, IT and Telecom, combined with industry-specific
skills from the construction, machinery and automotive industries. iioote integrates
solutions that drive the development of simple and innovative IoT in the community. This
is enabled by radio systems that use low-energy technology, Low Power Wide Area
Networks (LPWAN).
Contact: Bertil Moberg, Head of IoT Solutions, phone +46 70 987 2939, bertil.moberg@iioote.com
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